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We at Pet Door Products ..
Have been manufacturing and installing window and door products since 1986. We also
LOVE our pets!
At Pet Door Products, we understand that your pet is a member of your family. We too
enjoy their company and loyalty, and in return, we do everything we can to ensure their
wellbeing in many different facets. From the food we feed them to health care; we want
to provide our pets with the best quality of life possible. And that is the reason we are
proud to offer pet owners an energy efficient, durable sliding glass door pet door insert at
an affordable price. Why choose us? Since 1986, Pet Door Products has been
manufacturing and installing energy efficient window and door products and we are excited
to offer our customers an innovative, affordable pet door solution. The pet door patio door
conversion system and other high-quality pet door products are certified Made in the
USA with industry-leading standards and top-grade materials backed by our 15-year
warranty.

Contact Pet Door Product today at 801-973-8000 we are happy to answer
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any questions you may have about our easy to install pet door solutions and
don't forget to ask about your FREE Sliding Glass Pet Door Estimate.

Weather-Tight Pet Doors
Pet Door Products offers weather-tight, energy efficient pet doors to help control the
temperature of your home. Choose from the following energy saving options:
Edura™ Flap Thermo Panel 3e™ - The revolutionary Edura™ Flap Thermo Panel
3e™ offers pet owners a safe and energy efficient way to install a new pet door
without demolition and without increasing energy costs. the award-winning Edura™
Flap customizable to fit any sliding glass door and any size pet.
Thermo-Sash 3e™ Pet Door for Sash Windows - Pet doors aren't just for doors,
the Endura Flap Thermo-Sash 3e™ window option is manufactured with sturdy
dual-pane, LoE glass and a durable aluminum frame for increased safety and
security. This amazing window pet door also comes in various sizes and you can
choose from a wide selection of colors to perfectly fit your window and your pet.

Safety and Security
The safety of your home is a big concern for many pet owners considering a pet door.Pet
Door Products addresses safety with our secure interior locking system and optional
pet door cover that will make your pet door opening even more secure than a locked
window. The thought of another animal entering your home may also be a concern, rest
assured that this is a rare occurrence because smaller animals like rodents or insects
are unable to push through the flap. Larger animals that are unfamiliar with the pet
door will not push through the flap because it appears solid with no gaps or creases
around the edges.
The frigid temperatures of winter and triple-digit heat of the summer months can be
dangerous and, in some cases, even deadly for pets. With a pet door, pet owners who work
during the day can leave in the morning knowing that their pet will have access to the
warmth or cool temperatures inside and still be able to go outside when they need to.
The magnetic flap will save energy consumption year-round with minimal exposure to
the cold or heat outdoors.

Easy Installation
One of the most appealing features of Pet Door Products is the easy installation that
requires no demolition. The affordable and durable Pet Door Products patio insert is
the ideal solution for pet owners in a rental, apartment or living in a retirement
community. Installation options include:
Experienced Pro Pet Door Installation - Our friendly, professional pet door
installers are trained and can have your new Pet Products pet door install done in as
little as 30 minutes.
DIY Pet Door Installation - For pet owners with the confidence and skill, our DIY pet
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door installation option is a great choice. Click Here to check out our DIY measuring
guidelines and installation instructions.

Pet Door Products Gives Back
As a family-owned and operated business, we are committed to giving back to those in
need. To accomplish this, we proudly partner with some amazing local and worldwide
groups doing great things. A portion of Pet Door Products sales goes to help support
these worthwhile organizations. Here are just a few:

Humane Society of Utah

We are proud to donate 5% of our proceeds to the Human Society of Utah (HSU) and 10%
of all proceeds that come through HSU sources like social media, etc. or directly. We also
continue to spotlight a pet to be adopted and we pay the fees!

Make-A-Wish Foundation

As a regular sponsor of the Make-A-Wish Program, we are blessed to help the grant the
wishes of children diagnosed with a life-threatening medical condition in the United States.
A portion of every sale goes towards helping to turn wishes into reality.

Choose the Innovative Pet-Friendly Patio Door Solution
By choosing an innovative, pet-friendly pet door solution, you are providing your pet
with independence and freedom. Pet Door Products pet doors are built with durable
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high-quality materials and are backed by our limited 15-year warranty. Located in Salt
Lake City, Utah, Pet Door Products believes in nothing but the best for you and your fourlegged companion. Contact Pet Door Products to see if our innovative pet door solution is
right for you or give us a call at (801) 657-4854, our highly attentive customer service
team will be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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